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[Boston, 28 October 2014] -- New partner in Latin America: Business
and Technology Agreement with InfoGrafix in Colombia
Compart, leading international supplier of multichannel solutions for document management, and Colombian provider of digital solutions and professional printing services, InfoGrafix, Bogotá based, have created a commercial and technology partnership, whereby Compart solutions will be in
the Colombian market. Thus, Compart extends its partners in Latin America to bring their output management solutions to the region and put back
into relevance the international character of the company.
“In order to provide the market with all it needs on a single platform,
InfoGrafix has found in Compart a leading output management solutions
partner and an excellent companion to complete our portfolio of solutions
according to the market needs”, states Alexander Rojas, InfoGrafix Chief
Executive. Meanwhile, Compart has relied on the Colombian company for
its experience and breadth of knowledge digitizing companies in Colombia.
InfoGrafix is now the preferred supplier by Colombian companies undergoing digital transformation hence Compart bet on this collaboration and
expects, in the near future, to continue expanding its customers and continue to lead output management solutions in the Andean Region as well.
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About Infografix
InfoGrafix S.A.S is an organization based in Bogotá made of people with extensive experience in the printing industry for the Andean Region. As a software integration company focused on digitizing companies, they operate in printing,
packing, advertisement and textile sectors. Its solutions include diagnosis, design, implementation, training and support with high added value. Their mission
is to lead in the graphic market in the region working as a technology partner for
its clients through consulting, supply, integration, installation, training, maintenance and updating of digital solutions that allow them to generate the highest
sustainable economic value over time. www.infografix.com
About Compart
Compart is a leading international supplier of multi-channel solutions for document processing and management. The company, headquartered in Germany,
has been a market presence for over twenty years and has subsidiaries in Europe
and North America as well as a network of partners in Latin America.
Compart helps companies boost the efficiency of their operations with solutions
for quick and flexible processing of high-volume data streams and document
quantities. The scalable and platform-independent DocBridge® family of products, designed, developed and supported by Compart, allows documents to be
output anytime, anywhere, digitally or on paper.
The company enjoys a worldwide reputation as an innovative market leader as
well as a developer of professional and leading-edge solutions in the field of document management. More than 1,200 customers in 42 countries rely on
Compart solutions, in industries that range from finance, insurance, and retail to
printers, telecommunications, utilities and healthcare. Furthermore, Compart is a
technology partner for numerous leading manufacturers in the industry.
www.compart.com
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